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Abstract
Vehicular social networking (VSN), as a novel communication paradigm,
exploits opportunistic encounters among vehicles for mobile social networking,
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collaborative content dissemination, and to provide a variety of services for users
and their vehicles. VSNs promise to solve problems such as the ever-increasing
number of road accidents, or traffic congestion, by forming networks of vehicles
whose users share common interests. However, in particular in urban regions,
VSNs benefit from extending far beyond vehicular networks with their road
side units, by integrating all kinds of sensors to provide higher accuracy and
additional information in increasingly crowded areas. Integrating such sensors turns VSNs into networks of cellular-connected IoT devices with mobile
cells and raises the question how to authenticate all these units in a scal-
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able, efficient, and anonymous manner. In this article, we present SI-AKAV, an
efficient group-local authentication scheme for cellular-connected IoT devices,
which is specifically tailored to overcome the high computational costs of existing schemes, while improving in all of the above dimensions. For example,
compared with the state-of-the-art authentication and key agreement protocol (AKA), SI-AKAV reduces communication volume by 29% and computation
overhead by 41%.

1

I N T RO DU CT ION

The wireless communication capabilities of vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) have been employed in various applications such as vehicular social networks (VSNs) where vehicles with a common interest form overlay networks that are
efficient for content sharing, accident avoidance, maneuvering, parking spot identification or other services.1,2 Drivers,
passengers, and vehicles themselves connect to VSNs to obtain additional information and content that they cannot obtain
themselves and for sharing valuable information with other vehicles. However, to tap into the full potential of this future
intelligent transportation system technology, VSNs must extend far beyond vehicles and road side units, particularly in
urban areas. For example, to disentangle complex traffic situations, vehicles benefit from tapping into additional sensors
observing critical spots; and to find a nearby free parking spot, they benefit from querying sensors at the parking lot. In
such a network, road-side units (RSUs), but sometimes also the on-board communication gateways of vehicles if no such
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unit is nearby, form cells, by connecting all kinds of sensors in their proximity and by assisting in their authentication
towards passing vehicles and other nodes in the network. In other words, what used to be quite limited VANET-based
overlays, become networks of cellular-connected IoT devices.
However, before putting the above applications into practice, it will be necessary to solve today’s VSNs’ security and
privacy issues. In particular, message authenticity and integrity must be enforced, which turns key agreement technology
into an essential requirement for establishing secure channels between RSUs and sensors in order to protect information
flows and, in turn, user privacy.
Unfortunately, existing key management approaches in VANETs (eg, IPSec and SSL) are inadequate to cope with
the peculiarities of VSNs3 for the following reasons: first, the dynamic network feature of VSNs makes mobile-user to
request for a frequent operation while it is needed to access to the several RSUs.4 Second, the bounded computation
capability of sensors in extended VSNs makes it challenging to effectively fulfill highly complex algorithms. In particular,
abundant but cheap sensors deployed in urban areas come with limited computation and communication capabilities.
Third, improperly protected or even open wireless channels make vehicles prone to attacks that aim at revealing the users’
private information (such as their identity, motion pattern, or preferences).4,5
In the current 4G long-term evolution-advanced networks and in evolved LTE networks, the evolved packet system
authentication and key-agreement (EPS-AKA) protocol ensures the authenticity of user equipment towards the serving
network (SN) and the home network (HN).6
Nevertheless, various security vulnerabilities have been identified in EPS-AKA, including man-in-the-middle attacks
(MitM), denial of service attacks,7 and redirection attacks.8,9 The 3GPP SA3 group10 suggest the 5G-AKA protocol to
improve over the EPS-AKA protocol, by providing security guarantees, such as identifier hiding to protect privacy
against passive attackers. However, formal verification attempts of 5G-AKA11-13 revealed several security vulnerabilities remain in this improved version, including limited key agreement, shortage of key confirmation, and identity
traceability. Along with the security issues stated above, performance issues become a fundamental challenge in the
current standard AKA mechanisms, particularly for massive mobile devices.11 Since the current 3GPP standard10 mentions that there is no authentication protocol for massive IoT devices, each device requires performing the full AKA
protocol to remain standard conform in situations where a multitude of mobile devices connect concurrently to 3GPP
networks. Such situations could easily induce severe congestion14 due to significant signaling and communication
costs.15 In particular, if several devices in a group request access to the network, existing authentication protocols will
suffer from high network latency until the authentication completes, mostly when devices roam domains far from
their home.
To address the challenges mentioned above and to tackle the raised security issues, we propose SI-AKAV, a secure
integrated authentication and key agreement protocol for VSNs. For the first time to the best of our knowledge, the proposed protocol considers an authentication component, as proposed in Reference 13, which assumes the role of a proxy
and is responsible for managing devices as a group instead of as individual entities. In VSNs, such authentication components are naturally available in the form of RSUs and on-board communication gateways. In particular, we extend the
work from Lai et al,13 where a similar approach is followed to provide secure and efficient group authentication and key
agreement for a group of LTE mobile devices and cellular-connected sensors. The main contributions of this article are
as follows.
• First, we review the literature on security approaches for VSNs and give an overview of VSNs with a focus on their
security;
• Second, we propose a secure integrated group key-based authentication scheme, in which a lightweight group key
agreement (GKA) protocol (based on AKA) ensures both security and practicality. SI-AKAV meets the security requirements defined in EPS-AKA and can resist attacks including MitM attacks, redirection attacks, and impersonation
attacks. Our analysis shows further that the transmission and computation overheads of the authentication process is
considerably reduced;
• Third, we highlight several open research issues and future research directions in security aspect of VSNs.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 introduces the system
model and security assumption of our protocol. Sections 4 and 5, describe our secure integrated GKA protocol, respectively, its security analysis in greater detail. Sections 6 and 7 present our performance analysis and some important open
research issues, respectively. Section 8 concludes.
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RELATED WORK

VSNs appear as a novel and attractive communication paradigm utilizing opportunistic encounters among vehicles, sharing the same interests or goals, thereby forming a communication layer on top of more classical mobile networks16 (eg,
VANETs). Applications of VSNs include cooperative driving, accident/road block evasion, but also collaborative content
dissemination17-20 (see Figure 1). Extending VSNs to not only include vehicles and RSUs, but, in particular in urban
regions, also all kinds of sensors, turns them into networks with a massive amount of IoT devices. These networks can
be clustered quite naturally by proximity to a RSU or by defining regions if no such unit should be deployed. In the latter
case, entering vehicles can assume the role of the head of such a regional cluster.
Many related studies have been reported on GKA protocols for massive IoT devices, which we discuss in the following.
They can be divided mainly into the following four categories.

2.1

Pseudonym certificate authentication protocols

For pseudonym certification schemes, trust authority must generate many pseudonyms and certificates. As a legal
identity, each vehicle requires randomly selecting the pseudonym and the corresponding certificate since participating in the authentication process. Nevertheless, each vehicle must hold many pseudonyms and certificates
to provide privacy requirements, leading to tremendous efforts on vehicles with inadequate computing and storage resources. Furthermore, in the case of revocation, the vehicle should add all pseudonyms and certificates to
the certificate revocation list (CRL), which is further a significant challenge for CRL’s management.21 Raya and
Hubaux22 proposed an authentication scheme that each vehicle needs to preload a large number of anonymous
public and private key pairs mutually with the corresponding public key certificates. In order to sign the messages, they have leveraged a public-key-based scheme. Furthermore, a pseudo ID is generated in each public key
certificate in order to achieve privacy. However, this protocol needs a considerable storage space to collect this
security data.23-25

2.2

Signature-based group authentication protocols

The signature-based group is broadly utilized for anonymous authentication in VSNs due to its anonymity and traceability features. During the authentication process, a signature belongs to each group can prove the reliability of

FIGURE 1

Vehicle social
networks overview where vehicles
establish social ties based on mobility
and common interests (eg, Facebook,
Twitter, Parking lot app, and so on)
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vehicles without revealing their identities. Meantime, the group leader assures vehicle’s traceability. The group leader
can withdraw the signature once the vehicle is found not to be illegible. Nevertheless, to obtain some particular services, the vehicle needs to show its identity information which signature-based group scheme can hardly achieve
this goal.26 Lin et al27 proposed a group signature-based scheme, where it signs each message before broadcasting
it. Considering there is noidentity information involved in messages, it can also gain identity privacy preservation.
Furthermore, Calandriello et al28 have shown that the group-signature-based scheme can benefit from the reduction of key pairs’ storage cost and bandwidth consumption. They also presented a related scheme, where a vehicle
can generate public and private key pairs by using a group key to reduce the group signature-based scheme’s overhead. The proposed scheme can reach a tradeoff between the signature-based group scheme and the public key
infrastructure-based scheme. Xi et al29 proposed a random key-set-based authentication protocol to improve the vehicles’ privacy. An RSU is takes care of issuing an anonymous certificate to vehicles. Besides, for intervehicle communications, a vehicle’s identity is anonymous to other vehicles. However, this scheme essentially faces certificate
revocation issues.30

2.3

Aggregation-based group authentication protocols

In this category of protocols, each group selects a group leader who can aggregate many access request messages
from all group members into an aggregation access request message. Then the group leader can authenticate all the
group’s members simultaneously by monitoring the aggregate information. Lai et al31 have first designed a lightweight
group authentication protocol (LGTH) by using the aggregation message authentication code (AMAC) technique. By
the LGTH protocol, the home subscriber server (HSS) can achieve access authentication with the mobile devices in a
group simultaneously by verifying the AMAC. Cao et al32 have shown that the LGTH protocol31 cannot resist the interior forgery attack, and it lacks identity privacy protection. They also presented a group-based authentication scheme
for mobile devices in LTE networks.32 In this protocol, the group leader aggregates all of the signatures from the
group members, and consequently, the mobility management entity (MME) can simultaneously trust the MTC group
by verifying the aggregate signature generated by the group leader. Use of the aggregation method can reduce the
communication cost.8,31,32

2.4

Secure context transmission-based group authentication protocols

A large number of vehicles belonging to the same HN can create a group. Since the first vehicle in the group makes the
complete access authentication process, all security setting data is stored securely at the SN, which can be used further
for other group members. Afterward, each group member can join and be authenticated by the SN without reaching the
HN.13 Huang et al33 propose a secure AKA (S-AKA) protocol that can provide a group authentication keys and resist the
typical attacks. The authors gave a formal proof of the S-AKA protocol to guarantee its robustness. However, similarly
to other existing schemes, this scheme is not fit for group-based communications due to the loss of group authentication mechanism. The first group-based authentication and key-agreement scheme for mobile devices was proposed
by Chen et al.34 The proposed scheme optimizes the performance of authentication of group communications. Nevertheless, it also cannot provide enough security and has vulnerability to redirection, MitM, and so on.13 A lightweight
group authentication scheme (GLARM) for resource-constrained Machine-to-Machine (M2M) is proposed by Lai et al.35
They show that GLARM can achieve efficient and secure group authentication. All devices can be authenticated simultaneously while the authentication overhead is minimized. However, GLARM cannot achieve privacy-protection and
key backward secrecy/key forward secrecy. Secure and efficient AKA (SE-AKA) was proposed by Lai et al13 to enhance
group authentication scenarios in LTE networks. SE-AKA provides strong security properties, including privacy and key
forward/backward secrecy. An extensive security analysis has shown that SE-AKA is secure against various malicious
attacks. The performance evaluation in terms of communication, computational and storage overheads demonstrates
that the whole authentication process’s transmission overhead is considerably decreased. However, SE-AKA employs
elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman to achieve forward and backward secrecy, which is hugely costly for resource constraint
cellular-connected IoT devices.
Table 1 summarizes the properties of state-of-the-art authentication and key management protocols and related those
to our protocol SI-AKAV.
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T A B L E 1 Comparison of security goals and overheads among the most relevant AKA protocols
Feature

SE-AKA13

GLARM35

G-AKA34

SI-AKAV (this article)

Type of cryptosystem

Hybrid

Symmetric

Symmetric

Symmetric

Key fwd/backwd secrecy

✓

×

×

✓

Resistance to attacks

Replay, MITM, and
Redirection

MITM, and Redirection

Redirection

Replay, MITM, and
Redirection

Privacy-preservation

×

✓

×

✓

Communication overhead

Small

Small

Medium

Small

Computation overhead

Medium

Small

Large

Small

3
3.1

S Y ST E M MODE L AN D SECURITY ASSUMPTION O F OUR SCHEME
System model

As shown in Figure 1, VSNs36 are a particular category of VANETs that provide multiple services (eg, based on social
interests or relationships) to users. VSNs can afford related vehicular applications and services according to the interests
and desires of vehicle users. Precisely, the vehicle can join around a social network and gain useful information, with RSU
cooperation.37 VSNs includes two layers. At the top layer, secure channels, such as the transport layer security protocol,
can connect the VSN provider and RSUs. The VSNs grant application data to RSUs and RSUs work as gateways to deliver
data to the vehicles. In the lower layer, vehicles include cellular-connected IoT devices (eg, sensors and gateways) which
can interact with each other and with RSUs. This article focuses on addressing the security issues in the lower layer where
sensors/gateways communicate with each other or RSUs.
Our system model, shown in Figure 2, considers the following entities in an LTE scenario.
Massive IoT deployment. Our system consists of a large number of vehicles including IoT devices (eg, sensors/smartphones) that form groups (G1 , … , Gm ) based on their similarity (eg, type of application, type of device,
proximity). For each group of vehicles, one leader (eg, gateway)—the cluster head (CH)—is selected. Communication
between group members and the CH is performed through direct links and the group authentication process is performed
for each group with its gateway (eg, the smartphone) through the respective CH.

FIGURE 2

Network architecture
where vehicles including sensors
and/or smartphones form a group. In
each group, a cluster head
communicates to other members of the
group and the nearest road-side unit
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Road-side units RSUs play the role of a proxy. Leveraging the role of these gateways in the authentication phase of the
IoT devices avoids bottlenecks at the network operator side and allows for a more efficient authentication, in terms of
achievable delays and reduced overheads. The gateway needs to be present during the whole authentication phase and
when establishing session keys. Otherwise, any device with the computational power of a normal smartphone suffices.
LTE core network. Each LTE core network includes several entities. MME is responsible for all the functions related to
the users’ devices and the control plane session management.34 HSS is located in each HN and provides authentication
and management services for the each entity. In addition, in our system model, we assume that HSSs are also responsible
for providing authentication and management services for the massive IoT devices of their respective HNs. Differently
from Huang et al,33 our assumption is that the HSS is also responsible for the group management service. Thus, in our
system model, we do not need to have any other server (eg, group management server), nor do we have to establish a
secure channel between that server and the HSS.

3.2

Security assumption

We assume that an adversary cannot compromise the HSS of the HN, and thus is trusted by all entities in our system.
It is secure to preestablish the reliable channel for each cellular-connected IoT device (eg, vehicles including sensor or
gateway) using traditional security protocols, for example, using the third generation partnership project authentication
and key agreement. Other malicious adversaries can impersonate RSUs in the system, and then they will deceive other
RSUs to provide access services for illegal users. Besides, we assume that the adversary can modify or inject messages,
interrupt messages propagation over the air, and corrupt the proposed protocol.

4
SI-A KAV: LIGHTWEIGHT AU THENTICATION AND KEY AG REEMENT
P ROTO CO L
In this section, we propose a secure integrated authentication key agreement scheme called SI-AKAV. With SI-AKAV,
when a vehicle detects a nearby RSU it tries to associate with the RSU. Our assumption is to choose a gateway (eg, a
smartphone available at a vehicle) as the CH. The vehicles, including sensors/gateways, create several groups based on
particular principles. These principles included using the same application, belonging within the same region, or having
the same behavior. Then, the RSU and CH, by using the group identity (eg, IDGi ), can provide a message authentication
code (MAC) to each group for authentication of the rest member of each group. In order to manage the information of each
group, a group information management list (GIML) is created (As shown in Table 3). The GIML contains group identity,
CH temporary identity TIDCHi . The detailed implementation of SI-AKAV will be presented in the following sections. For
clarity of presentation, Table 2 lists the notations we use to describe SI-AKAV.

4.1

Initialization

SI-AKAV initially associates a mobile node to a HN through a subscription procedure. It then allows the mobile node to
roam from network to network. We assume devices are prepared as follows:
• Each sensor/gateway and HSS preshare a secret key.
• A group key is known by all sensors/gateway in the same group as well as by the HSS.
• Function fx1 is used to calculate the MAC, which is known by every sensor/gateway.

Group

Group ID

Temporary CH ID

G1

IDG1

TIDCHG1

⋮

⋮

⋮

Gm

IDGm

TIDCHGm

T A B L E 2 Group information list
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T A B L E 3 Notations
Symbol

Description

Ri

A random number generated by i

MACx

The message authentication code computed by x

IDx

The identity of x

keyx

The key known by x

TKx

The temporary key calculated by x

KGx

The session key calculated by x

fk1

MAC generation function using k

fk2

A one way hash function which is used to calculate a temporary key by using k

fk3

A one way hash function which is used to generate a session key between two entities by using k

• Function fx2 is a one way hash function used to calculate the group temporary key. This function is run once for
each CH.
• Function fx3 is similar to fx2 and used to calculate the session key (more details in Table 3)
We assume CH and sensors/gateways are already identified, for example, by their IDCHGi and IDSGi , respectively. CH
and sensors/gateways provide their identities when they visit a SN. The SN checks whether the CH contains the authentication request from an active group and if any sensor/gateway of this group has already completed full authentication.
If not, the CH takes care of the authentication process. Initially, the CH belongs to a specific group. It provides its identity
to the HSS in the SN through the RSU. Then, the HSS in the HN will verify the validity of the claimed identity of the CH
and that it belongs to the claimed group. The RSU completes a full authentication process for the CH and obtains, as a
result, an authentication token AUTHHSS , derived from the HSS. SI-AKAV consists of two processes: (i) the CH gateway
authentication process; and (ii) the sensors/gateway authentication process.

4.2

CH gateway authentication process

We now detail the authentication process for the CH gateway CHG1 , which is the CH of group Gi and therefore initiates
the authentication process for the group. The description naturally generalizes to any other group of vehicles. We consider
that the communication between RSU and HSS is secure.13 The following steps (1-8) describe how the CH gateway is
authenticated through the RSU and HSS. The CH gateway authentication process is also shown in Figure 3.
• Step-1: Access request
CHGi → RSUGi
• Step-2: Identity request
RSUGi → CHGi
• Step-3: Identity response (AUTHCHGi )
CHGi → RSUG1
1
CHGi generates AUTHCHGi = (IDCHGi ||IDGi ||RCHGi ||MACGi ), where MACGi = fkey

CHG
i

(IDCHGi ||IDGi ||RCHGi ).

• Step-4: Authentication data request (AUTHCHGi , LAI)
RSUGi → HSS
RSUGi sends the concatenation of AUTHCHGi and LAI to the HSS.
• Step-5: Authentication data response (AUTHHSS )
HSS → RSUGi
After verifying AUTHGi and LAI, HSS generates AUTHHSS = (RHSS ||RCHGi ||LAI||TKGi ) and sends it to the RSU. TKGi
2
is the temporary key for the group which is calculated as: TKGi = fkey
(IDGi ||RHSS ).
Gi
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F I G U R E 3 Cluster head gateway
authentication process

• Step-6: Authentication request (AUTHGi )
RSUGi → CHGi
RSUGi stores AUTHHSS , generates AUTHGi = (IDRSU ||IDGi ||AUTHHSS ||RRSU ||MACRSU ||LAI) and sends it to CHGi ,
1
where MACRSU = fTK
(IDRSU ||IDGi ||RRSU ||TIDCHGi ) and TIDCHGi is available through Table 3.
Gi

• Step-7: Authentication response (MACCHGi )
CHGi → RSUGi
After verifying AUTHGi , CHGi generates
3
fkey
CHG

i

1
MACCHGi = fkey

CHG
i

(IDCHGi ||IDGi ||TIDCHGi ),

where

KGCHGi =

(RCHGi ||RRSU ||LAI) is a session key. The calculated MACCHGi is sent back to RSU.

• Step-8: Authentication acknowledgement (success/fail)
RSUGi → CHGi
When the RSU receives an authentication response message, carrying MACCHGi , it checks if it has received the
correct response as follows:
3
(1) CHGi calculates KGCHGi = fkey
(RCHGi ||RRSU ||LAI);
CHG
i

1
(2) Then CHGi calculate MAC′ CHGi = fkey
′

CHG
i

(IDCHGi ||IDGi ||TIDCHGi );

(3) The CHGi verifies whether MAC CHGi equals the received MACCHGi or not.
If MAC′ CHGi is not the same as MACCHGi , the RSUGi terminates the procedure. However, If MAC′ CHGi equals
MACCHGi , the RSUGi sends the authentication acknowledgment message to CHGi , which completes the authentication
and key agreement procedure for the CH smartphone. KGCHGi can then be used in subsequent sessions between the
CH smartphone and RSU.

4.3

Sensors/gateways authentication process

We define SGi,j as the jth sensor/gateway initiating the authentication process in group Gi . CHGi , which locally stores the
existing AUTHGi , performs mutual authentication and key agreement with SGi,j . After a CH gateway has been authenticated, the group authentication data distribution (ie, steps 4-6 of the CH gateway authentication process) does not
need to be performed to authenticate the remaining sensors/gateway. This procedure is shown in Figure 4, and we
describe in the following how SI-AKAV authenticates the remaining sensors/gateways of a given group through the
CH gateway.
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Sensors/gateways authentication process

• Step-1: Access request
SGi,j → CHGi
• Step-2: Identity request
CHGi → SGi,j
• Step-3: Identity response (AUTHSGi,j )
SGi,j → CHGi
SGi,j generates AUTHSGi,j = (IDSGi,j ||IDGi ||RSGi,j ) and sends it to CHGi .
• Step-4: Authentication request (AUTHGi )
CHGi → SGi,j
CHGi uses the previously stored values AUTHGi and sends it to SGi,j .
• Step-5: Authentication response (MACSGi,j )
SGi,j → CHGi
After verifying the received MACRSU through AUTHGi , SGi,j generates MACSGi,j and sends it to CHGi . The generated
1
MACSGi,j is calculated such as: MACSGi,j = fKG

SG
i,j

3
(IDSGi,j ||IDGi ||TIDSGi,j ), where KGSGi,j = fkey

SG
i,j

(RCHGi ||RSGi,j ||LAI).

• Step-6: Authentication acknowledgment (success/fail)
CHGi → SGi,j
After verifying the MACSGi,j , CHGi sends the authentication acknowledgment. In addition, the KGSGi,j can be used
for the subsequent session between the sensor/gateways and CH gateways.

4.4

Vehicle joining and leaving the group

The group that is formed by vehicles (including sensors/gateways) requires backward and forward secrecy. Backward
secrecy means a new vehicle cannot exchange messages before it joins the group. By contrast, forward secrecy considers that a leaving or dismissed vehicle cannot maintain reaching the group’s communication. When a vehicle leaves
the group, the CH must cancel the necessary relationship between the sensor/smartphone and the group. Therefore, the
vehicle cannot continue communication with the RSUs as the group member. In addition, it is necessary to update the
group key, when a vehicle leaves the group, to prevent the old vehicle from decrypting the group’s new packets. A new
group key must be generated and shared among the group members while the old vehicle leaves the group. Furthermore,
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when a vehicle requests to join the group, it does not need to perform a full AKA authentication procedure with the SN.
Updating the group key is a problem which is out of the scope of this article.

5

S EC U RIT Y EVALUAT ION

We now present a security analysis that demonstrates that SI-AKAV can provide the required security properties and
resist attacks.

5.1

Security analysis

The following lemmas show that SI-AKAV has the same security properties, namely, the mutual authentication,
confidentiality, and independent session key properties, as the protocol proposed by Lai et al.13
Lemma 1. (Mutual authentication) Given two received messages eitherMACCHGi or MACSGi,j , respectively, SI-AKAV mutually authenticates CH gateway or sensor/gateway.
Proof. Upon reception of MACCHGi , the RSU checks whether the received MACCHGi is equal to the calculated MAC′CH .
Gi
The CH gateway is considered authenticated if the equality holds. In addition, upon receipt of MACSGi,j , the CH gateway
checks whether the received MACSGi,j is equal to the calculated MAC′ SGi,j . The sensor/gateway is considered authenticated
if the equality holds.
▪
Lemma 2. (Confidentiality) SI-AKAV provides confidentiality.
Proof. By contradiction, we assume that SI-AKAV cannot provide confidentiality. If this is the case, an adversary
should be able to get the CH gateway or sensor’s/gateway’s identity (eg, IDCHGi or IDSGi,j ) through MACCHGi =
1
1
fkey
(IDCHGi ||IDGi ||TIDCHGi ) or MACSGi,j = fKG
(IDSGi,j ||IDGi ||TIDSGi,j ), for the CH gateway or sensors/gateway, respecSG
i,j

CHG
i

tively. However, without knowing the KGCHGi or KGSGi,j , the identity of the CH gateway IDCHGi or of a sensor/gateway
IDSGi ,j , which are based on a hash value, cannot be obtained.
▪
Lemma 3. (Independent session key) Given the session key KGx , SI-AKAV gives an independent session key property.
Proof. If the session key KGx is compromised by an adversary, the mobile device can detect the compromised key session.
This is because the generation of the session key KGx in the proposed authentication mechanism is hashed based on the
key that belongs to each entity.
▪
Lemma 4. (Perfect forward/backward secrecy (PFS/PBS)) While PFS emphasizes the protection of past communications,
PBS assures reestablishing secure communication channels for further communications.
Proof. PFS feature confirms that if a new car, including sensor/gateway, wants to join the group, the group’s access control
is mandatory. The temporary group key must also be updated when the new car joins a group; so that even if the new
sensor/gateway can sniff the old messages transmitted over the group, it cannot decrypt them. PBS ensures that if an old
car leaves the group, the CH gateway will cancel the necessary relationship between the car and the group, consequently,
the sensor/smartphone belongs to the car cannot continue communication with the CH gateway or RSU as the group
▪
member.

5.2

Resistance to attacks

Besides the security properties mentioned above, SI-AKAV can resist the following attacks.

5.2.1

Man-in-the-middle (MITM)

After having obtained any entity’s identity (ie, IDCHGi or IDSGi,j ), an adversary is not able to launch a MITM attack between
the sensor/gateway and a CH gateway and computes the keys KGCHGi or KGSGi,j , because it is not able to obtain the secret
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keys that are only known to the sensors/gateway or the CH gateway. In addition, keyCHG and keySG ,j are securely stored
i
i
in the CH or any sensor/gateway, respectively, and are never transmitted to any other entity.

5.2.2

Replay attack

In SI-AKAV, random numbers RCHGi , RSGi,j , and RHSS generated by CHGi , SGi,j , and HSS used in generating challenge messages toward the opposite side, respectively. Considering these random numbers used in each authentication procedure
are changed frequently if an adversary obtains a random number in an authentication procedure, it cannot reuse the
random number in a new authentication procedure. Therefore, SI-AKAV can prevent replay attacks.

5.2.3

Redirection attack

The redirection attack succeeds if the adversary obtains a car information (sensors/smartphone) by impersonating a
CH smartphone. Without the car information, the adversary cannot impersonate any sensor/gateway and connect to a
legitimate CH gateway.

6

PERFORMANCE EVA LUAT ION

In this section, we evaluate the bandwidth consumption and computational overhead of SI-AKAV, and compare them
with those of existing schemes.

6.1

Communication overhead

In order to calculate the bandwidth consumption, our assumption is that the HSS can successfully authenticate the CH
gateway when x Authentication Vectors (AVs) are transmitted, and there are nsensors/gateway forming p groups. Furthermore, to better comparison the SI-AKAV communication overhead with the existing protocols, the relevant parameters
used in these protocols is given in Table 4.
The size of each authentication process (CH gateway and sensors/gateway) in SI-AKAV is calculated as follows.
• CH gateway overhead (bwCH ): Five AVs are transmitted during the authentication procedure of the CH gateway
(m1 , … , m5 ).
The size of each mi is calculated as follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

|m1 | = |AUTHCHGi | = 2|ID| + |R| + |MAC|= 448 bits
|m2 | = |AUTHCHGi | + |LAI|= 488 bits
|m3 | = | AUTHHSS | =2 | R | + | LAI | + | TK|= 424 bits
|m4 | = | AUTHGi | =2 | ID | + | m3 | + | R | + | MAC | + | LAI|= 912 bits
|m5 | = | MAC|= 64 bits

T A B L E 4 Parameter settings

Parameters

Value (bits)

IDi

128

Random number (R)

128

f1k

and MAC

64

f2k

f3k

128

and

LAI

40

TK

128
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Therefore, bwCH is finally calculated as follows.
bwCH =

5
∑
|mi | = 2336 bits.

(1)

i=1

• Sensor/gateway overhead (bwremaining ): after the CH has been authenticated, authenticating another node requires
three AVs: m′1 = AUTHSGi,j , m2′ = AUTHGi , and m′3 = MACSGi,j (See Figure 4). The size of each AVs is calculated as
follows.
1. |m1′ | = 2|ID| + |R|= 448 bits
2. |m2′ | = 2 |ID| + |m3 | + |R| + |MAC| + |LAI| = 912 bits
3. |m3′ | = |MAC| = 64 bits
Equation (2) gives the bandwidth consumption for bwremaining .

bwremaining

3
∑
=
|m′i | = 1424 bits.

(2)

i=1

The overall bandwidth consumption of SI-AKAV, for n sensors and p groups, is then equal to
bwtotal = p ∗ bwCH + (n − p) ∗ bwremaining .

(3)

Here, bwCH and bwremaining represent the bandwidth consumed when authenticating the CH gateway and each
sensor/gateway, respectively.
We compare the bandwidth overhead of SI-AKAV and the existing AKA protocols in Figures 5 and 6. The results
show that the communication overhead of SI-AKAV is much lower than that in SE-AKA13 and GLARM35 and is close
to G-AKA.34 In particular, the communication overhead comparison shows that SI-AKAV reduces the communication
overhead by 29% (in average).

6.2

Computation costs

Following the assumption in Reference 38, we measured the time used by the primitive cryptography operations by
using the C/C++ OPENSSL library on a Celeron 1.1 GHz processor, which represent a smartphone, and a Dual-Core
2.6 GHz as an MMU/RSU and an HSS. ChS = 0.0356 ms and ChM = 0.0121 ms denote the cost of computing the one-way
hash function (eg, f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 ) used by sensor/smartphones and RSU/MME/HSS, respectively. We assume Cran , which
represents the cost of generating a random number, is equal to 0.02 ms for all the entities (the cost of a concatenation

FIGURE 5

Overall
bandwidth overhead of
SE-AKA,13 G-AKA,34 GLARM,35
and SI-AKAV with p = 5 groups
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FIGURE 6

Overall
bandwidth overhead of
SE-AKA,13 G-AKA,34 GLARM,35
and SI-AKAV with p = 10 groups

T A B L E 5 Computational
cost (total over n sensor
forming p groups)

Device (ms)

SI-AKAV

SE-AKA13

G-AKA34

GLARM35

CH gateway

3Ch + Cran = 0.1268

4Ch + 2Cmul = 0.7424

4Ch = 0.1424

5Ch = 0.1825

Sensors/gateways

Cran + 2Ch = 0.0912

3Ch + 2Cmul = 3.2608

4Ch = 0.1424

4Ch = 0.1424

RSU/MMU

Cran + 2Ch = 0.0912

3Ch + 2Cmul = 0.963

3Ch = 0.0363

Ch = 0.0121

HSS

Cran + Ch = 0.0556

2Ch = 0.0712

2Ch = 0.0242

Ch = 0.0121

Total

0.2736p + 0.0912(n − 1)

0.0242p + 4.2471n

0.0242p + 0.1787n

0.14n + 0.06

Abbreviations: HSS, home subscriber server; RSU, road-side unit; SE-AKA, secure and efficient AKA.

FIGURE 7

Overall
bandwidth overhead of
SE-AKA,13 G-AKA,34 GLARM,35
and SI-AKAV with p = 5 groups

operation is omitted). In the case of SE-AKA, Cmul = 0.6 ms denotes the cost of a multiplication operation. Moreover, n
represents the number of sensors/smartphones, p stands for the number of groups. We illustrate the total computational
cost of SI-AKAV, SE-AKA,13 G-AKA,34 and GLARM35 in Table 5. In addition, we illustrate the computational overhead of
SI-AKAV and the existing AKA protocols in Figures 7 and 8. More precisely, SI-AKAV reduces the computation overhead
by 41%, 9%, and 8% compared with SE-AKA13 G-AKA,34 and GLARM,35 respectively.

7

FUTURE RESEARC H D IRECTION

VSN is a recent communication networks paradigm that exploits users’ social benefits, which has brought interests not
only to academic domain but also to the industry domain for different applications classifying nonsafety-related applications to safety-based applications (eg, collision warning and entertainment). Furthermore, using these applications rely
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FIGURE 8

Overall
bandwidth overhead of
SE-AKA,13 G-AKA,34 GLARM,35
and SI-AKAV with p = 10 groups

on drivers’ information. In this context, if VSNs publish personal information of drivers to other entities, it might be a big
concern in terms of privacy. Therefore, privacy, authentication, data integrity, and security are key issues in AKA protocols over VSNs that need to be addressed before VSNs are publicly accepted. In addition, social trust in VSNs is vital to
encourage the participants to participate in different applications. After reviewing the recent efforts done in this direction
and based on our analysis, we highlight a few future research issues.
• Mutual authentication: To assure that just a legitimate user is permitted to access resources in AKA protocol over
VSNs, the users’ identity must be presented. RSUs also need to be authenticated by users to prevent rogue services. In
doing so, the users can have secure access to HS services with strong security guarantees.
• Key agreement: The confidentiality and integrity of transmitted data are guaranteed by creating session keys. This
makes an adversary unable to privacy leakage and data corruption during communications.
• User anonymity: The AKA structure should be able to protect users’ original identities in order to prevent users from
being recognized by an adversary.

8

CO N C LU S I O N

In this article, we proposed SI-AKAV, a secure integrated authentication and key agreement protocol for
cellular-connected IoT devices in VSNs. SI-AKAV is based on the AKA protocol, which we have enhanced to support
group-based authentication of the massive IoT applications. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, SI-AKAV considers for the first time an authentication component, as proposed in Reference 13, that plays the role of a proxy and
is responsible to manage devices as a group instead of individual entities. In particular, we considered the user’s mobile
phone (ie, smartphone) as the authentication component that manages the vehicles as a group and facilitate the whole
proposed authentication and key agreement protocol. The security analysis shows that SI-AKAV can provide security
guarantees, and prevent the various security threats. In addition, our performance evaluation demonstrates its efficiency
in terms of computation complexity as well as communication overhead. We can conclude that despite VSNs still being
in their infancy, SI-AKAV can enhance the authentication of group vehicles where the research community, automotive
industry, and social application providers have a substantial interest in developing them. As future work, we plan to provide an extensive security analysis by using formal verification tools (eg, ProVerif). In addition, we will investigate the
group member joining and leaving processes in detail.
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